
 
The site explains that the Law Offices of Purav Bhatt & Associates strive to provide aggressive and cost effective
criminal defense representation for all of its clients.

Chicago IL Criminal Defense Law Expert Attorney Wins
Super Lawyer Award
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Chicago based attorney and law expert, Purav Bhatt, has won the Superlawyers â€œRising Starsâ€  award for
the fourth consecutive year.

(Newswire.net -- February 8, 2018) -- Purav Bhatt, the renowned Chicago based attorney, has been awarded the
Superlawyers “Rising Star” award for the fourth year in a row. It celebrates his commitment to getting the best result for
his clients, and comes after he has helped a client to become a free man after spending two years in custody waiting
for a resolution in his drawn out case.

More information can be found at: https://bhattchicagodefenselaw.com.

The site explains that the Law Offices of Purav Bhatt & Associates strive to provide aggressive and cost effective
criminal defense representation for all of its clients. Representing the clients’ interests and advocating them, fighting
their case, and fighting for their rights is the firm’s number one priority.

The firm is known for its commitment to excellence and helping local Chicago clients to get the best result, no matter
what type of legal help they need. Through the firm’s work, it has built a well respected and valuable relationship with
judges and prosecutors throughout the court system.

One of the things that separate Purav Bhatt apart from other Chicago law experts is that he has training and
experience as a former prosecutor. He is now using that experience to develop the best defense cases for his clients
around Illinois.

The site explains that the Law Office of Purav Bhatt can handle a wide range of cases in Illinois, including federal
crimes, weapons charges, traffic violations, theft crimes and robbery.

He can also help with retail theft and shoplifting, probation violations, misdemeanor crimes, felony crimes and DUI.
Other cases he can handle are drug offenses, domestic violence cases in IL, burglary, assault and battery.

With a proven track record of winning cases, he can help local Chicago clients to get the best result in their specific
case. His firsthand experience of the methods of prosecution translates into success for his clients on an ongoing
basis.

Full details of the benefits of working with the Chicago, IL attorney and law expert can be found on the URL above.
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